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In rough set theory, attribute reduction is an important mechanism for knowledge discov-
ery. This paper mainly deals with attribute reductions of an inconsistent decision informa-
tion system based on a dependence space. Through the concept of inclusion degree, a
generalized decision distribution function is ﬁrst constructed. A decision distribution rela-
tion is then deﬁned. On the basis of this decision distribution relation, a dependence space
is proposed, and an equivalence congruence based on the indiscernibility attribute sets is
also obtained. Applying the congruences on a dependence space, new approaches to ﬁnd a
distribution consistent set are formulated. The judgement theorems for judging distribu-
tion consistent sets are also established by using these congruences and the decision dis-
tribution relation.
 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
The notion of rough sets has been introduced by Pawlak [18,19] to serve as an approximate description of sets that are
unknown and incompletely speciﬁed. The approach enables us to reason about such sets. It has found its applications
[7,9,10,15,26–29,34] in ﬁelds such as data mining, learning, and approximate reasoning. Among other things, attribute
reduction is a fundamental aspect of rough sets theory which involves the search for a minimal subset of condition attributes
such that the reduced set provides the same classiﬁcation obtained by using the original conditional attribute set.
Attribute reduction has been carried out in consistent decision information systems over the years. In the real world,
however, most decision information systems are inconsistent because of noise in data, compact representation, limited pre-
diction capability, etc. Attribute reduction in inconsistent systems has thus received greater attention in recent years
[2,13,16,19,22–24,30–32]. In view of decision makers’ preferences and data decomposition, Slezak [20] proposed new kinds
of reducts which seem to be more suitable for ﬁnding decision rules than those deﬁned by crisp indiscernibility. He also
showed that knowledge reduction preserving the membership distribution is equivalent to knowledge reduction preserving
the value of the generalized inference measure function. It was also presented in [21] a new concept of attribute reduction
that keeps the class membership distribution unchanged for all objects in the information system. Possible reducts have
been proposed as a means to deal with inconsistency in an inconsistent decision table [6]. In [4], the notions of a-reduct
and a-relative reduct for decision tables are deﬁned. The a-reduct permits additional inconsistency, controlled by means
of a parameter, to take place. The notion of dynamic reducts was described by Bazan [1]. Dynamic reducts are just subsets. All rights reserved.
g), cjm-zm@126.com (J.-M. Ma), wxzhang@mail.xjtu.edu.cn (W.-X. Zhang), litj@zjou.net.cn (T.-J. Li).
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predictive capability of the generalized dynamic reducts [1] can be even better than that of the dynamic reducts. Kryszkie-
wicz [5] investigated and compared ﬁve notions of knowledge reduction in inconsistent systems. In fact, only two of them,
possible reduct and l-decision reduct (we refer to it as distribution reduct), are essential because the others are equivalent.
Recently, Zhang et al. [30] proposed notions of the distribution reduct and maximum distribution reduction, and dis-
cussed the relationships among the maximum distribution reduct, the distribution reduct, and the possible reduct. In
[2,33], b-reduct based on variable precision rough set was introduced. This type of reduct preserves the sum of objects in
the b lower approximations of all decision classes. However, the derived decision rules from the b-reduct may be in conﬂict
with those derived from the original system. To overcome this drawback, Mi et al. [14] proposed a b-lower distribution re-
duct and a b-upper distribution reduct. It is proved that for some special thresholds, the b-lower distribution reduct is equiv-
alent to the maximum distribution reduct, whereas the b-upper distribution reduct is equivalent to the possible reduct.
Based on the Dempster–Shafer theory of evidence, the concepts of belief and plausibility reducts [25] in (random) informa-
tion systems are ﬁrst introduced. It has been proved that both the belief reduct and plausibility reduct are equivalent to the
classical reduct in (random) information systems. With respect to an incomplete information system, Leung et al. [8] intro-
duced reduct of descriptors, generalized decision reduct and the l-decision reduct.
In order to handle problems in information systems whose solutions are similar but not identical, Novotny [17] proposed
a structure called a dependence space. By using the dependence space constructed on the power set of the attribute set, a
partition of the power set of the attribute set is constructed, and then the attribute reductions can be obtained. The results
about dependence space can be applied to solve problems in different contexts [3,11,12,32]. Järvinen characterized the re-
ducts by the means of dense families of dependence space [3]. Ma et al. [11,12] proposed approaches to construct object-
oriented concept lattices and variable threshold concept lattices. Zhang et al. [32] formulated approaches to search for
the attribute reductions in consistent DIS. However, there is no application of dependence space to inconsistent DISs while
they are commonly encountered in practice.
In this paper, we apply the notion of dependence space to an inconsistent DIS to search for attribute reductions. We
ﬁrst introduce a generalized decision distribution function in an inconsistent DIS. Then we propose a decision distribution
relation based on the generalized decision distribution function. Using this relation, we construct a congruence on the
power set of the set of attributes, and obtain a dependence space. Then we establish an equivalence congruence based on
indiscernibility attribute sets. Applying these two congruences on the dependence space, a new approach is formulated to
ﬁnd the attribute reduction of the inconsistent DIS, and a judgement theorem of the decision consistent sets is also
established.
In Section 2, we ﬁrst review some basic notions and results about decision information system. In Section 3, we propose a
deﬁnition of decision distribution relation, and construct congruences and dependence spaces. New approaches to ﬁnd attri-
bute reductions in an inconsistent DIS are then investigated by using these congruences. To substantiate the theoretical
arguments, an illustrative example is given in Section 4. We then conclude the paper with a summary in Section 5.
2. Preliminaries
In this section, we review brieﬂy some notions and results related to decision information systems. Detailed description of
the theory can be found in [30,31].
A triple ðU;A; FÞ is called an information system (IS), where U ¼ fx1; x2; . . . ; xng is a non-empty and ﬁnite set of objects
called the universe of discourse; A ¼ fa1; a2; . . . ; amg is a non-empty and ﬁnite set of attributes (features); F ¼ ffa : 8a 2 Ag
is a set of functions between U and A, where fa : U ! Va ð8a 2 AÞ is called an information function; and the set Va is called
the value domain of the attribute a.
For any B#A, the non-empty set determines an indiscernibility relation on U as follows:RB ¼ fðxi; xjÞ 2 U  U : faðxiÞ ¼ faðxjÞ ð8a 2 BÞg:
RB is an equivalence relation on U, and it forms a partition of U, denoted byU=RB ¼ f½xiB : xi 2 Ug;where ½xiB ¼ fxj 2 U : ðxi; xjÞ 2 RBg ¼ fxj : faðxiÞ ¼ faðxjÞ ð8a 2 BÞg is called an equivalence class of xi with respect to B.
The quintuple ðU;A; F;D;GÞ is called a decision information system (DIS), where ðU;A; FÞ is an IS; A is a condition attribute
set; D is a decision attribute set with A \ D ¼ ;; G ¼ fgd : d 2 Dg, where gd : U ! Vd ðd 2 DÞ; and Vd is the domain of the deci-
sion attribute d. It should be noted thatRD ¼ fðxi; xjÞ 2 U  U : gdðxiÞ ¼ gdðxjÞ ð8d 2 DÞg:
Thus, it also determines a partition U=RD ¼ f½xD : x 2 Ug of U.
Deﬁnition 2.1. Let ðU;A; F;D;GÞ be a DIS. If RA#RD, ðU;A; F;D;GÞ is referred to as a consistent DIS; otherwise, ðU;A; F;D;GÞ is
referred to as an inconsistent DIS.
In what follows, we mainly study the inconsistent DIS.
Let ðU;A; F;D;GÞ be a DIS. It should be noted that U=RD ¼ fD1; . . . ;Drg, and
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jDj \ ½xBj
j½xBj
j 6 rð Þ:Then D is an inclusion degree on PðUÞ, the power set of U. A mapping lB : U ! ½0;1r is deﬁned as follows:
lBðxÞ ¼ ðDðD1=½xBÞ; DðD2=½xBÞ; . . . ;DðDr=½xBÞÞ ðx 2 UÞ:Thus, lBðxÞ is called a generalized decision distribution function of the object x with respect to the attribute set B in the DIS.
Obviously, lBðxÞ is a conditional probability distribution on U=RD.
Deﬁnition 2.2. Let ðU;A; F;D;GÞ be a DIS and B#A. If lBðxÞ ¼ lAðxÞ for any x 2 U, B is called a distribution consistent set of
ðU;A; F;D;GÞ. If B is a distribution consistent set, and no proper subset of B is a distribution consistent set, then B is called a
distribution reduction of ðU;A; F;D;GÞ.
A distribution consistent set is a subset of the attribute set that preserves the degree in which every object belongs to
each decision class invariable.
Theorem 2.1. Let ðU;A; F;D;GÞ be an inconsistent DIS. Then there must exist a distribution reduction of ðU;A; F;D;GÞ.3. Attribute reduction based on the dependence space
In this section, we introduce a generalized distribution relation on U, and a dependence space based on this relation.
Using this relation and the dependence space, we propose two approaches to ﬁnd the distribution consistent set of the incon-
sistent DIS.
Deﬁnition 3.1 [32]. Let ðU; A; FÞ be an IS, and R be an equivalence relation on PðAÞ.
(1) R is called a congruence on PðAÞ, if for any ðB1; C1Þ 2 R, ðB2; C2Þ 2 R, we have ðB1 [ B2; C1 [ C2Þ 2 R.
(2) ðA; RÞ is called a dependence space, if R is a congruence on PðAÞ.
A congruence R is an equivalence relation on PðAÞ which preserves join operation [ on the semilattice ðPðAÞ;[Þ.
Let ðU;A; F;D;GÞ be an inconsistent DIS. Deﬁne
JB ¼ fðx; yÞ 2 U  U : lAðxÞ ¼ lAðyÞ; or lAðxÞ–lAðyÞ ) faðxÞ ¼ faðyÞ ð8a 2 BÞg:JB is referred to as a decision distribution relation on U. Obviously, JB is reﬂexive and symmetric, i.e. a tolerance relation on U.
We denote by JBðxÞ ¼ fy 2 U : ðx; yÞ 2 JBg the successor neighborhood, or successor granules, of x. Then all successor
granules fJBðxÞ : x 2 Ug forms a covering of U, namely,
S
x2UJBðxÞ ¼ U. We can obtain the following properties:
Property 3.1. Let ðU;A; F;D;GÞ be an inconsistent DIS. Then for any B;C#A, we have
(1) B#C ) JC # JB; JCðxÞ# JBðxÞ ð8x 2 UÞ;
(2) JB[C ¼ JB \ JC , JB [ JC # JB\C .
For simplicity, we use Ja instead of Jfag. Thus, JB ¼
T
a2BJa by (2) of Property 3.1.Theorem 3.1. Let ðU;A; F;D;GÞ be an inconsistent DIS. Deﬁne a binary relation R on PðAÞ as follows:
R ¼ fðB;CÞ : JB ¼ JCg:Then ðA;RÞ is a dependence space.
Proof. It is easy to see that R is an equivalence relation on PðAÞ. For any ðB1;C1Þ 2 R and ðB2;C2Þ 2 R, we have JB1 ¼ JC1 and
JB2 ¼ JC2 . By Property 3.1 (2), we can get that JB1[B2 ¼ JB1 \ JB2 ¼ JC1 \ JC2 ¼ JC1[C2 . Thus, ðB1 [ B2;C1 [ C2Þ 2 R. By Deﬁnition 3.1,
R is a congruence on PðAÞ. That is, ðA;RÞ is a dependence space. h
Deﬁnition 3.2 [32]. Let ðL; # Þ be a partial set. If the mapping c : L ! L satisﬁes
(1) B# cðBÞ ð8B# LÞ;
(2) B#C ) cðBÞ# cðCÞ ð8B;C# LÞ;
(3) cðcðBÞÞ ¼ cðBÞ ð8B# LÞ, the mapping c is referred to as a closure operator on L. And an element B# L is called closed if
cðBÞ ¼ B.Theorem 3.2. Let ðU;A; F;D;GÞ be an inconsistent DIS. Note that
R ¼ fðB;CÞ : JB ¼ JCg;
½BR ¼ fC#A : ðB;CÞ 2 Rg;
CðBÞ ¼ [½BR ¼ [fC#A : ðB;CÞ 2 Rg:
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(1) CðBÞ 2 ½BR, and if B0 2 ½BR, then B0#CðBÞ;
(2) If B1; B2 2 ½BR and B1#B0#B2, then B0 2 ½BR.
Proof
(1) Suppose ½BR ¼ fB1; B2; . . . ;Bkg. Then ðB;BiÞ 2 R. Since R is a congruence on A, ðB;
S
i6kBiÞ 2 R. Thus ðB;CðBÞÞ ¼
ðB;Si6kBiÞ 2 R, and CðBÞ 2 ½BR. Therefore, for any B0 2 ½BR, B0#CðBÞ.
(2) Suppose B1;B2 2 ½BR. Then ðB;B1Þ; ðB;B2Þ 2 R. Since R is a congruence, ðB1;B2Þ 2 R and ðB0;B0Þ 2 R. Thus
ðB1 [ B0; B2 [ B0Þ 2 R. By the condition B1#B0#B2, we can obtain that ðB0;B2Þ 2 R. Then ðB0;BÞ 2 R and B0 2 ½BR. h
Since R is an equivalence relation on PðAÞ, we knowA ¼ f½BR : B#Ag forms a partition of PðAÞ. By Theorem 3.2, CðBÞ is
thus the maximal element of the equivalence class ½BR for any B#A.
Theorem 3.3. Let ðU;A; F;D;GÞ be an inconsistent DIS and note that
R ¼ fðB; CÞ : JB ¼ JCg;
½BR ¼ fC#A : ðB; CÞ 2 Rg;
CðBÞ ¼ [½BR ¼ [fC#A : ðB;CÞ 2 Rg:Then C is a closure operator on PðAÞ.
Proof. Obviously, ðPðAÞ; # Þ is a partial set. Since R is an equivalence relation, we can get that for any B#A, ðB;BÞ 2 R, and
B#CðBÞ by Theorem 3.2 (1). Suppose B#C, by Theorem 3.2 (1) we have ðB;CðBÞÞ; ðC;CðCÞÞ 2 R. Since R is a congruence on
A, we have ðB [ C;CðBÞ [ CðCÞÞ 2 R, and then ðC;CðBÞ [ CðCÞÞ 2 R by B#C. Again using Theorem 3.2 (1), CðBÞ [ CðCÞ#CðCÞ,
and from which we obtain CðBÞ#CðCÞ. Because R is a congruence on A, for B#A we have ðB;CðBÞÞ 2 R, and
ðCðBÞ;CðCðBÞÞÞ 2 R. Since R is transitive, ðB;CðCðBÞÞÞ 2 R and then CðCðBÞÞ#CðBÞ by Theorem 3.2. It is because for any
B#A, we have proved that B#CðBÞ. Thus, for CðBÞ#A, CðBÞ#CðCðBÞÞ, we have CðBÞ ¼ CðCðBÞÞ. Therefore, C is a closure
operator on PðAÞ. h
Theorem 3.4. Let ðU;A; F;D;GÞ be an inconsistent DIS and C be the operator deﬁned in Theorem 3.3. It can be observed that
Lc ¼ fB#A : CðBÞ ¼ Bg is the set of all closed elements of ðPðAÞ; # Þ. Then Lc ¼ fCðBÞ : B#Ag.
Proof. For any B 2 Lc , we have CðBÞ ¼ B. Thus, B ¼ CðBÞ 2 fCðBÞ : B#Ag. Suppose E ¼ CðBÞ 2 fCðBÞ : B#Ag. By Theorem 3.3,
CðEÞ ¼ CðCðBÞÞ ¼ CðBÞ ¼ E. Therefore E 2 Lc . Thus Lc ¼ fCðBÞ : B#Ag. h
Theorem 3.5. Let ðU;A; F;D;GÞ be an inconsistent DIS, C and Lc be given in Theorems 3.3 and 3.4, respectively. Then for any
B#A,CðBÞ ¼ ^fD 2 Lc : B#Dg:
That is, CðBÞ is the smallest closed element including B.
Proof. Let T ¼ fD 2 Lc : B#Dg. For any B#A, B#CðBÞ by the properties of C. Then by Theorem 3.4, we obtain CðBÞ 2 T. Sup-
pose D 2 T . We have D 2 Lc and B#D. Since C is a closure operator on PðAÞ, we have CðBÞ#CðDÞ ¼ D. Thus, CðBÞ is the max-
imal lower boundary of T, and then CðBÞ ¼ ^fD 2 Lc : B#Dg. h
From Theorem 3.5, we can easily get CðAÞ ¼ A.
Let ðU;A; F;D;GÞ be an inconsistent DIS, denoted byCij ¼
fa 2 A : faðxiÞ ¼ faðxjÞg; lAðxiÞ–lAðxjÞ;
A; lAðxiÞ ¼ lAðxjÞ:
Cij is a set of attributes which cannot distinguish the objects xi and xj. We call it an indiscernibility attribute set. Then we can
obtain the following result:
Theorem 3.6. Let ðU;A; F;D;GÞ be an inconsistent DIS. Then B#Cij () ðxi; xjÞ 2 JB.
Proof. Suppose xi; xj 2 U and B#Cij. If lAðxiÞ ¼ lAðxjÞ, by the deﬁnition of JB we know that ðxi; xjÞ 2 JB. If lAðxiÞ–lAðxjÞ, we
have Cij ¼ fa 2 A : faðxiÞ ¼ faðxjÞg. Since B#Cij, for any a 2 B, we have faðxiÞ ¼ faðxjÞ. Therefore, ðxi; xjÞ 2 JB.
Suppose ðxi; xjÞ 2 JB. If lAðxiÞ ¼ lAðxjÞ, we can get that Cij ¼ A and B#Cij. If lAðxiÞ–lAðxjÞ, then Cij ¼ fa 2 A : faðxiÞ ¼ faðxjÞg,
and by ðxi; xjÞ 2 JB we can obtain that, for any a 2 B, faðxiÞ ¼ faðxjÞ. Therefore, B#Cij. h
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TðHÞ ¼ fðB; CÞ 2 PðAÞ2 : 8E 2H; B# E () C# Eg:Then ðA; TðHÞÞ is a dependence space.
Proof. It is obviously that TðHÞ is an equivalence relation on PðAÞ. Suppose ðB1;C1Þ; ðB2;C2Þ 2 TðHÞ. We have
B1# E () C1# E and B2# E () C2# E for any E 2H. ThenB1 [ B2# E () B1# E ^ B2# E () C1# E ^ C2# E () C1 [ C2# E:
Thus, ðB1 [ B2;C1 [ C2Þ 2 TðHÞ, and TðHÞ is a congruence on PðAÞ. Therefore, ðA; TðHÞÞ is a dependence space. h
Theorem 3.7. Let ðU;A; F;D;GÞ be an inconsistent DIS andH ¼ fCij : i; j 6 ng;
TðHÞ ¼ fðB; CÞ : 8Cij 2H; B#Cij () C#Cij; g:Then TðHÞ is a congruence on A, and TðHÞ ¼ R.
Proof. By Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.1, we can obtain that TðHÞ and R are all congruences on PðAÞ. If ðB;CÞ 2 TðHÞ,
B#Cij () C#Cij for any Cij 2H. By Theorem 3.6, we have ðxi; xjÞ 2 JB () B#Cij () C#Cij () ðxi; xjÞ 2 JC . Thus, JB ¼ JC ,
and ðB;CÞ 2 R.
If ðB;CÞ 2 R, then JB ¼ JC . Thus, according to Theorem 3.6, B#Cij () ðxi; xjÞ 2 JB () ðxi; xjÞ 2 JC () C#Cij for any
Cij 2H. Therefore, ðB;CÞ 2 TðHÞ. h
Theorem 3.8. Let ðU;A; F;D;GÞ be an inconsistent DIS and
H ¼ fCij : i; j 6 ng;
H0 ¼ f Cij : Cij 2Hg;
H ¼ fB#A : B \ E–;; 8E 2H0; E–;g:ThenJB ¼ JA () B 2H:Proof. By Theorem 3.7, we know that R ¼ TðHÞ. ThusJB ¼ JA () ðB;AÞ 2 R
() ðB;AÞ 2 TðHÞ
() 8Cij 2H; B#Cij () A#Cij
() 8Cij 2H;  Cij–;; B \ ð CijÞ–; () A \ ð CijÞ–;
() 8E 2H0; E–;; B \ E–;
() B 2H: Lemma 3.2. Let ðU;A; F;D;GÞ be an inconsistent DIS. Then for any x; y 2 U,lAðxÞ–lAðyÞ () ðx; yÞ–JA:Proof. Suppose lAðxÞ–lAðyÞ. Then ½xA \ ½yA ¼ ;. Otherwise, if ½xA \ ½yA–;, we have ½xA ¼ ½yA since RA is an equivalence
relation on U. By the deﬁnition of generalized decision distribution function lAðxÞ, we can obtain that lAðxÞ ¼ lAðyÞ. There-
fore, if lAðxÞ–lAðyÞ for any x; y 2 U, ½xA \ ½yA ¼ ;. By the deﬁnition of JB, we can obtain that ðx; yÞ R JA. On the other hand, if
ðx; yÞ R JA, we can get that lAðxÞ–lAðyÞ, and there exists a 2 A such that faðxÞ–faðyÞ. h
Lemma 3.2 holds only for the set A. It may not be true for any proper subset B of A.
Theorem 3.9. Let ðU;A; F;D;GÞ be an inconsistent DIS. Then
B is a distribution consistent set () JB ¼ JA:Proof. Since for any B#A, JA# JB. By Deﬁnition 2.2, we only need to prove thatB is a distribution consistent set () JB# JA:
628 Y. Leung et al. / International Journal of Approximate Reasoning 49 (2008) 623–630Suppose B is a distribution consistent set, and for any x; y 2 U; ðx; yÞ R JA. By Lemma 3.2, we have lAðxÞ–lAðyÞ. If ðx; yÞ 2 JB, we
know for any a 2 B; f aðxÞ ¼ faðyÞ since lAðxÞ–lAðyÞ. Therefore, if lAðxÞ–lAðyÞ, then ½xB ¼ ½yB, which leads to lBðxÞ ¼ lBðyÞ.
Because B is a distribution consistent set, then for x; y 2 U, lAðxÞ ¼ lBðxÞ and lAðyÞ ¼ lBðyÞ. Thus, lAðxÞ ¼ lAðyÞ. It is a con-
tradiction. Therefore, ðx; yÞ R JB. Then  JA#  JB, and from which we can obtain that JB# JA.
Suppose JB# JA and x 2 U. If ½yA# ½xB, then ½yB ¼ ½xB. By RB# JB, we can obtain that ðx; yÞ 2 JB. Since JB# JA, we have
ðx; yÞ 2 JA. Then, by Lemma 3.2, lAðxÞ ¼ lAðyÞ. Thus, for any Di 2 U=RD ði 6 rÞ, DðDi=½xAÞ ¼ DðDi=½yAÞ. Since RA#RB, we can
obtain that f½yA; ½yA# ½xBg forms a partition of ½xB. Then for any i 6 r,Table 1
The DIS
U
1
2
3
4
5
6DðDi=½xBÞ ¼
jDi \ ½xBj
j½xBj
¼
X jDi \ ½yAj
j½xBj
; ½yA# ½xB
 X jDi \ ½yAj
j½yAj
 j½yAjj½xBj
; ½yA# ½xB
 

X
DðDi=½yAÞ 
j½yAj
j½xBj
; ½yA# ½xB
 X
DðDi=½xAÞ 
j½yAj
j½xBj
; ½yA# ½xB
 
DðDi=½xAÞ:Therefore, lAðxÞ ¼ lBðxÞ. And then B is a distribution consistent set. h
According to Theorems 3.2 and 3.9, we can obtain that B is a distribution consistent set if and only if B 2 ½AR. That is to
say, each element of the equivalent class ½AR is a distribution consistent set. Therefore, a distribution reduction of an
inconsistent DIS is the smallest element in the equivalent class ½AR.
Remark 3.1. By Theorems 3.8 and 3.9, we can get thatB is a distribution consistent set () B 2H:That is, Theorems 3.8 and 3.9 render two approaches to search attribute reductions of an inconsistent DIS.
Zhang [30,31] and Slezak [22], respectively investigate attribute reduction of an inconsistent decision information
system. Based on the deﬁnition of distributed decision reduction proposed by Zhang, we introduced dependence space, and
show new approaches to search for attribute reduction. And attribute reductions obtained using the approaches are
equivalent to those obtained by Zhang and Slezak.4. Example
Example 4.1. Table 1 is an example of a DIS with U ¼ f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6g, A ¼ fa; b; c; dg and D ¼ feg.
Then the condition classes generated by A areC1 ¼ f1g; C2 ¼ f2g; C3 ¼ f3;5;6g; C4 ¼ f4g;
and the decision classes generated by D areD1 ¼ f1;5;6g; D2 ¼ f2;3;4g:It is obvious that ðU;A; F;D;GÞ is an inconsistent DIS. And it is easy to calculate thatlAð1Þ ¼ ð1;0Þ; lAð2Þ ¼ lAð4Þ ¼ ð0;1Þ;
lAð3Þ ¼ lAð5Þ ¼ lAð6Þ ¼
2
3
;
1
3
 
:For simplicity, a set is denoted by listing its elements in sequence. For example, the set f1;2;3;4g is denoted by 1234.
(1) By the deﬁnition of a decision distribution relation JB, we can obtain thatJA ¼ Jabc ¼ Jacd ¼ Jbcd ¼ Jac ¼ Jbc; Jabd ¼ Jad ¼ Jbd;
Jab ¼ Ja ¼ Jb; Jcd ¼ Jc; Jd;of Example 4.1
a b c d e
1 0 0 0 1
0 1 1 1 2
0 1 0 0 2
0 1 1 0 2
0 1 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 1
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PðAÞ=R ¼ f½BR : B#Ag
¼ ffA; fabcg; facdg; fbcdg; facg; fbcgg; ffabdg; fadg; fbdgg; ffabg; fag; fbgg; ffcdg; fcgg; ffdggg:
Therefore ½AR ¼ fA; fabcg; facdg; fbcdg; facg; fbcgg, and every element in it is a distribution consistent set by The-
orem 3.9. According to Deﬁnition 2.2, we can obtain that facg and fbcg are the two distribution reductions of the
inconsistent DIS.(2) According to Theorem 3.6, we can get the set of all indiscernibility attribute setsH ¼ fCij : i; j 6 ng ¼ f;; fdg; fabg; fcdg; fabdg; Ag:
Then
H0 ¼ f Cij : i; j 6 ng ¼ f;; fcg; fabg; fcdg; fabcg; Ag:
SinceH ¼ fB#A : B \ E–;; 8E 2H0; E–;g is the set of all subsets which have non-empty overlapping with the non-
empty set inH0, we can get that
H ¼ fA; fabcg; facdg; fbcdg; facg; fbcgg:
By Theorems 3.8 and 3.9, we know each element inH is a distribution consistent set. By Deﬁnition 2.2, facg and fbcg
are the distribution reductions of the inconsistent DIS.In order to demonstrate the results more directly, we denote all elements in H by a matrix MðHÞ ¼ ðCijÞnn with
Cij 2H; i 6 n; j 6 n. Since Cij ¼ Cji for any i; j 6 n; i–j, and Cii ¼ A, thenMðHÞ ¼ ðCijÞnn ¼
A ; cd d cd cd
A ab A ab ab
A abd A A
A abd abd
A A
A
0
BBBBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCCCA
:By Theorem 3.8 we know any element inH0 is a complement of the element inH, then we can easily getMðH0Þ ¼ ð CijÞnn
with  Cij 2H0; i 6 n; j 6 n. That isMðH0Þ ¼ ð CijÞnn ¼
; abcd ab abc ab ab
; cd ; cd cd
; c ; ;
; c c
; ;
;
0
BBBBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCCCA
:From the matrixMðH0Þ, we can get the subsets which have non-empty overlapping with the non-empty elements ofMðH0Þ.
Using Theorem 3.8, fa; cg and fb; cg are the two distribution reduction sets.
5. Conclusion
In has been argued in this paper that attribute reduction is essential to the discovery of decision rules in inconsistent DIS.
Based on a generalized decision distribution function, we have proposed a decision distribution relation to construct a con-
gruence and then obtain a dependence space. By the equivalent congruence on the dependence space formed by the indis-
cernibility sets, we have constructed a new method to search for the distribution consistent sets (or distribution reductions).
We have also proved that a distribution consistent set is equal to an element in the equivalence class of A formed by any one
of the two equivalence congruences.
In brief, this paper mainly studies attribute reductions based on a dependence space in an inconsistent DIS. These incon-
sistent DIS are all complete. However, DIS obtained from the real world might be incomplete, and attribute reductions are
more complicated and difﬁcult to make. Approaches to search for attribute reductions in incomplete DIS under different
requirements are thus necessary. The proposed approaches can be extended to solve attribute reduction problems in more
general and complicated DISs in further research.
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